CROSSING THE ATLANTIC BY AIR

At 7:52 on the morning of May 20, 1927, a young man named Charles Lindbergh took off from Roosevelt Field on Long Island, near New York City. Thirty-three and a half hours later, at 10:22 PM, he landed at Le Bourget Field just outside of Paris. Eight years earlier, a New York hotel owner had offered a prize of $25,000 (equivalent to over $360,000 at today’s prices) to the first pilot to fly from New York to Paris. Lindbergh’s success sparked great enthusiasm for aviation.

Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS):
* Discipline: Earth and Space Sciences.
* Crosscutting Concept: Cause and Effect.
* Science & Engineering Practice: Obtaining, Evaluating, and Communicating Information.

**GRADES K-2**

NGSS: Earth’s Systems: Develop a model to represent the shapes and kinds of land and bodies of water in an area.

Charles Lindbergh’s path took him from Long Island, New York to Paris, France. You can point out his route and various waypoints on a world map or, if available, on more detailed local maps of North America and Europe.

Here is a list of places that are mentioned in a recounting of the flight:

- **Roosevelt Field, Long Island**: now a shopping mall as New York City has grown
- **Cape Cod, Massachusetts**
- **Nova Scotia, Canada**
- **“Cape Valencia” and Dingle Bay, Ireland**
- **Cherbourg, France**
- **Le Bourget, Paris, France**

If you look at all these places on a world map, you will see that Mr. Lindbergh’s route did not follow a straight line on the map. Instead, Nova Scotia is a little north and Ireland is
GRADES K-2 (CONTINUED)

quite a bit north of a straight line connecting New York and Paris. However, if you plot
the places on a globe, you will see that a “straight line” (called a “great circle”) that you
can make by stretching a string across the surface of the globe between New York and
Paris runs farther north than the straight line on the map. That said, Ireland is still a good
bit north of even the great circle; Mr. Lindbergh’s navigation was slightly off the mark.

Suggested Activity: Use a length of string or a measuring tape, a world map, and a globe
to illustrate the difference between “straight lines” on a map and great circles on a globe.
North-south routes and routes that are near the equator are very similar on a map and a
globe while east-west routes that are in the far north or the far south can be quite different.
As an extreme case, you can show the route between New York City and Moscow.

GRADES 3-5

NGSS: Earth’s Systems: Analyze and interpret data from maps to describe patterns of
Earth’s features.

If you start at 7:52 AM and add 33½ hours, you will not get 10:22 PM. This is because
New York and Paris are in different time zones: when it is 4:00 in New York it is 10:00 in
Paris. Time zones exist because the earth is round: if the sun rises around 6:00 AM and
sets around 6:00 PM, different places on the earth will see this happening at different times.
If you have a globe and a lamp, you can illustrate this. While New York and Paris are six
hours apart nowadays, in 1927 New York was one of the few places in the United States
that observed Daylight Saving Time while France did not. So when Charles Lindbergh
made his historic flight, New York and Paris were five hours apart.

Lindbergh was born on February 4, 1902 in Detroit, Michigan. He learned to fly in his
ey early twenties, making his first solo flight (without an instructor on board) in 1923. Four
years later he made his famous flight across the Atlantic Ocean.

After the fame that his flight brought him, Lindbergh sought a quieter and more private
life. He and his wife moved first to New Jersey and then to Europe, living in England and
France. When the Second World War broke out, they moved back to the United States.
Lindbergh initially thought that the United States should not intervene in the war, but when
the Japanese attacked the United States Lindbergh worked as an advisor and a test pilot.
After the war, Lindbergh and his wife moved to Maui in the Hawaiian Islands. He died there in 1974.

For his solo trans-Atlantic flight, Lindbergh received the Distinguished Flying Cross, the first ever awarded. Here is the text of President Coolidge’s speech on the occasion. Details of the award and Lindbergh’s tour of the states promoting aviation are available on CharlesLindbergh.com. (The site also has biographical facts, a timeline, and other information.)

Lindbergh also received the Hubbard Medal from the National Geographic Society. President Coolidge also gave a speech on that occasion. And here is a list of the Hubbard Medal recipients, which include many aviators and astronauts.

Suggested Activity: Compare President Coolidge’s speeches at the awarding of the Distinguished Flying Cross and of the Hubbard Medal. What is the focus of each speech? What of Lindbergh’s activities and characteristics does President Coolidge emphasize in the two speeches?

NGSS: Earth and Human Activity: Analyze and interpret data on natural hazards to forecast future catastrophic events and inform the development of technologies to mitigate their effects.

While many people think that Charles Lindbergh was the first person to cross the Atlantic Ocean by air, he was not. He was, however, the first to fly across the ocean by himself in an airplane. There were several earlier attempts, some unsuccessful, to fly across the Atlantic (this is not an exhaustive list):

- In 1873, the New York Daily Graphic sponsored an attempt to fly across the Atlantic by balloon. The balloon ruptured while it was being inflated and nothing came of it.
- On May 8, 1919, a United States Navy NC-4 seaplane with Albert Read and a crew of five flew from Long Island, New York to Lisbon, Portugal, with a stop in the Azores.
On June 14, 1919, John Alcock and Arthur Brown flew a modified Vickers Vimy bomber from Newfoundland to Ireland. The airplane crash-landed in a bog but this was the first nonstop flight across the Atlantic. They were competing for a £10,000 prize from the British *Daily Mail* newspaper.

On July 2, 1919, the British dirigible R 34 took off from Edinburgh, Scotland, and landed in New York four days later. It turned around and went back to Scotland, landing on July 13, making this the first round trip across the Atlantic by air.

Between April and September 1924, four American Army airplanes, each with a two-man crew, flew around the world. As part of this, the two remaining airplanes flew from England to Labrador via Iceland and Greenland.

On April 17, 1922, the Portuguese government sent two aviators most of the way across the south Atlantic from Cabo Verde to Sao Pedro, Brazil, as part of a longer flight from Lisbon to Rio de Janeiro.

On October 15, 1924, the German zeppelin ZR-3 flew from Germany to Lakehurst, New Jersey to become the US Navy dirigible *USS Los Angeles*.

On January 22, 1926, the Spanish airplane *Plus Ultra* took off from Palos de la Frontera, Spain, landing in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on February 4. It made several stops along the way.

On May 8, 1927, two French aviators named Charles Nungesser and François Coli took off from Paris in an attempt to fly to New York; this would have been the first non-stop airplane flight from Europe to North America. They did not make it, although it is thought that they may have crashed near the island of Saint-Pierre, off the coast of Newfoundland.

Note the motivations for each flight. Some pilots were competing for prizes; some were competing for national glory. These two things motivate many pioneers, both in aviation and in other fields. Can you think of any other examples?
Charles Lindbergh faced many dangers in his solo flight across the Atlantic Ocean. First among these was the possibility that his engine would stop working. With no place to land, he and his airplane would have been lost at sea—vanished off the face of the earth. Most other pilots who tried to fly across the Atlantic used multiple-engine airplanes so that if one engine stopped working they could limp along with the other. Most other pilots also flew over the “sea lanes,” which are parts of the ocean where ships usually sailed, so that if they had to make a forced landing in the ocean there was a chance that a nearby ship would rescue them. (This happened more than once.) Lindbergh, in contrast, flew a “great circle” route north of the sea lanes. Had he been forced to ditch in the ocean, there would have been no ships nearby to pick him up. He also chose not to carry a radio (allowing him to carry the radio’s considerable weight in extra fuel) so he could not call for help.

Another danger that Lindbergh faced was the weather. Weather forecasts were much less reliable in 1927; forecasters relied on ground stations for weather reports over land and on ships for weather reports at sea. The latter were quite few and far between. And the weather was quite a problem; two pilots who had tried to fly across the Atlantic three weeks before Lindbergh’s flight apparently crashed in fog, unable to see the ground or the sea. Lindbergh himself found ice collecting on his wings as he flew through a cloud, forcing him to turn around and then fly around the cloud. (Ice on wings, apart from adding its weight to the total weight of the airplane, changes the shape of the wings and can destroy their ability to create lift.) In his efforts to avoid flying through clouds, Lindbergh occasionally flew as low as ten feet above the ocean.

In addition to the external dangers that Lindbergh faced, there were the physical limitations that the human body presents. His flight took 33½ hours; not having a co-pilot, he needed to stay awake the entire time—almost a day and a half, in addition to the time spent preparing the airplane for the flight. In all, Lindbergh stayed awake for 55 consecutive hours. During this time he had hallucinations and saw mirages in the clouds. Another reason he flew so low over the ocean at times was so that the cold salt spray from the ocean would blow on his face and keep him awake.
Sixty Years Ago in the Space Race:

May 15, 1957: The Soviets attempted to launch an R-7 rocket but it exploded after 100 seconds of flight.